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What People Want: A Manager's Guide to Building Relationships That WorkNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2006

	What People Want, for the first time, addresses the changing demographics and differences in the workplace to highlight what matters most in employee-manager relationships. Based on first-of-its-kind research that assessed the needs of hundreds of professionals across a variety of industries, Terry Bacon explores in-depth the seven most...
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Organizational Consulting: How to Be an Effective Internal Change AgentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Organizational Consulting
"Alan grasps the very essence of organizational consulting. It’s not about foolish fads or mindless meetings, it’s about relationships, trust and focusing on key issues with a sense of urgency that gets results. His principles and techniques are easy to understand and apply."
...
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Pro WPF and Silverlight MVVM: Effective Application Development with Model-View-ViewModelApress, 2010

	WPF and Silverlight are unlike any other user interface (UI) technologies. They have been built to a new paradigm that—if harnessed correctly—can yield unprecedented power and performance. This book shows you how to control that power to produce clean, testable, maintainable code.

	

	It is now recognized that any...
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Windows Communication Foundation Unleashed (WCF)Sams Publishing, 2007
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is a  new Microsoft technology for allowing software to communicate.  Superseding earlier technologies, such as COM/DCOM, .NET Remoting,  ASP.NET Web Services, and the Web Services Enhancements for .NET, WCF  provides a single solution that is designed to always be the best way  to exchange data among software...
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Boardroom Secrets: Corporate Governance for Quality of LifePalgrave Macmillan, 2009

	
		
			Trust is the foundation of development both in relations among
		
			humans, as well as in relations between institutions such as the firm
		
			and its stakeholders. As the world continues to get smaller, the
		
			mutual interdependence of the corporations and their stakeholders
		
			grows larger. To achieve...
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Alison Balter's Mastering Microsoft(R) Office Access 2007 DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2007
Microsoft Office 2007 is a major upgrade from the last version of Office; Access will also be greatly revised. Alison Balter is the name that Access developers will trust to guide them through Access 2007's new features. She has the rare ability to take complex topics and explain them clearly, as shown by the success of her ten previous books on...
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No Lie - Truth is the Ultimate Sales ToolMcGraw-Hill, 2003
A top Fortune 500 sales trainer shows how to transform the ugly truth into beautiful sales
No Lie--Truth Is the Ultimate Sales Tool introduces salespeople to a powerful new approach to winning customers' trust instantly and selling more, more, more. Drawing upon his years of experience training sales forces at Xerox,...
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Say It Like Obama and WIN!: The Power of Speaking with Purpose and VisionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
A fully updated, expanded edition of the leadership classic!

President Barack Obama never fails to fire up a crowd. Whether he’s addressing societal injustices or explaining complex policy decisions, Obama gains legions of enthusiastic supporters with every speech he makes.

With Say it Like Obama and Win!, you...
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Platform Embedded Security Technology Revealed: Safeguarding the Future of Computing with Intel Embedded Security and Management EngineApress, 2014

	Platform Embedded Security Technology Revealed is an in-depth introduction to Intel’s platform embedded solution: the security and management engine. The engine is shipped inside most Intel platforms for servers, personal computers, tablets, and smartphones. The engine realizes advanced security and management...
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Object-Oriented OracleIRM Press, 2005

	Object orientation has now invaded traditional relational database-management

	systems. Oracle™ without exception has included object-oriented features

	in its system. SQL is now richer due to these additional features. However,

	the object-oriented elements in Oracle™ will not be fully utilized without
...
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Accident And Design: Contemporary Debates On Risk ManagementUCL Press, 1996
“Four chapters good, two chapters bad” (with apologies to George Orwell) appears to have been orthodoxy’s response to the 1992 [British] Royal Society publication, Risk: analysis, perception and mana ement. The “good” four chapters were those written by distinguished engineers,...
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Learning the Korn Shell (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002

	The Korn shell is an interactive command and scripting language for accessing Unix® and other computer systems. As a complete and high-level programming language in itself, it's been a favorite since it was developed in the mid 1980s by David G. Korn at AT&T Bell Laboratories. Knowing how to use it is an essential skill for...
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